WELCOME, WE’LL GET STARTED SOON
PLEASE SAY HI IN THE CHAT
WE’RE SO HAPPY TO SEE YOU HERE

PLEASE RENAME YOURSELF WITH YOUR NAME AND ORGANIZATION.
-

GO TO THE PARTICIPANTS TAB AND RENAME THERE

-

OR GO TO THE THREE DOTS ON THE UPPER RIGHT OF YOUR
PICTURE AND RENAME THERE.

What you’ll need today
● Dial in from a computer or laptop will provide
more function
● If you have a headset please use it
● For our conversation with the Commissioner, our
time is somewhat limited and we anticipate many
questions. Please use the chat function to relay
your questions

Forum Agenda
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Zoom tour

Zzz-etticate
(Netticate)

Chat box
Gallery vs
speaker view
Breakout rooms
Video camera

Keep yourself on mute to cut
back on the noise

Things will probably go awry –
so we’ll go with the flow…

2 rounds of breakouts

3-4 people per room

IMPROMPTU
NETWORKING

If you get the same person go with it…it’s randomly generated

5 mins is short! Start sharing right away so you each have time

Practice compassionate listening (say thank you, no problem
solving)

IMPROMPTU NETWORKING
What creative solutions are you implementing right now?

What has been your experience working with and maintaining connection with
collaborative groups such as this one?

What has been the biggest challenge for your work during covid?

Snohomish Basin Salmon Recovery Forum

Business
March 4, 2021
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Forum Business
• Selection of new Chair
• Review of grant round and decision
timeline
• Review of capital budget process and
priorities
• Heads up for decisions/action requests
that may come via email
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Bylaws and Forum elections

Forum Chair and Vice-Chair
Responsibilities of the chair include leading meetings, giving members an opportunity to
speak during meetings, assisting the Forum in reaching agreements, coordinating with
Forum staff to set the meeting agenda and location, and providing administrative guidance
to staff. The vice-chair will serve the Forum in the chair’s absence.

●
●
●
●
●

The chair should be an advocate for the Forum’s goal.
The chair or vice-chair may act between Forum meetings on unanticipated matters
consistent with Forum policy.
The chair and vice-chair are selected by the Forum based on the ability to conduct
meetings, coordinate diverse interests and issues, and communicate with staff.
The chair and vice-chair serve for one year and should be annually reaffirmed or
changed by Forum consensus.
The chair can direct Forum staff to follow the Forum’s policy direction, even if the
chair is not a Snohomish County representative.
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QUESTION: Do you approve the nomination of Ryan Miller, Director of Treaty Rights and Government
Affairs, Tulalip Tribes, as the Forum’s new Chair?

1

AGREE

2

3

4

5

DISAGREE

PLACE A SHAPE ON THE CONTINUUM TO SHOW YOUR LEVEL OF AGREEMENT

2021 Grant Round

*Anticipate $511,397 in SRFB funding will be available
Schedule
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Capital Budget Priorities
• Agencies have submitted their budget requests
• The Governor has prepared his version of the
budget; the House and Senate have begun budget
discussions

• All potential legislation is now out of committee
• Forum Action – letter stating capital budget
priorities has been sent (Jan. 2021)
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Capital Budget Priorities
• PSAR - At least $35.8M to fund King County’s
PSAR large cap project

• FbD - At least $11M to fund King County’s
project and $50.9 to fund Snohomish County’s
project. WFC and North Bend projects are likely
below funding line
• NEW DNR request to specifically support work
in the Snohomish Basin.
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Other Business - over email
• Informing legislative delegation
• Re-allocating funding
• Requesting funding extension for projects
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Questions for DNR
-

-

-

What is the best way to contribute to the watershed planning effort? (SCD)
Can you give an example of how you are breaking down silos within your department? (LIO)
How does salmon link interact with existing tools like Habitat Work Schedule? Does it replace it?
How does salmon link interact with existing tools like Habitat Work Schedule? Does it replace it?
To build on Kathleen's question about the Habitat Work Schedule and Salmon Recovery Portal
project databases: how does SalmonLink interact with the PSP Action Agenda NTA portal and the
WRIA 7 Streamflow project interactive GIS map of projects and priorities?
Channeling Terry Williams here... Tulalip is a leader in the region working with beaver, moving
them from problem locations to upland habitat to provide aquatic habitat for salmon and improve
stream flows through the summer in ways that benefit fish and forests and represent one of the
most important process based strategies for climate resiliency. We still do not have access to DNR
land for beaver relocations. Is this something we can address in the plan?

A number of us from SBSRTech Comm met with Stephanie several times over the last
year(s) and one thing that came up repeatedly but I didn’t hear specifically from Director
Franz, so I want to make sure leadership is hearing us--is we are very interested in applying
principles learned from watershed modeling efforts like VELMA and DHSVM-RBM to forest
management to emphasize salmon benefit. This includes things like stand age, longer
harvest rotations, thinning etc. beyond just the RMZ.

Questions to DNR (#2)
●
●
●

●

Ecology would love to be part of the team examining a pilot project working with DNR
I echo the above sentiment about involving Ecology as part of the team in working with DNR.
Beaver have long been known as engineers of important aquatic habitat for wildlife and fish
including pacific salmon. Most recently research has shown beaver also provide benefits for a
changing climate including building resilience to fire disturbance, buffering flashy flows in
landscapes with increasingly rain dominated hydrology and storage of water to augment stream
flow in drier summers. The habitat protection addendum to our Salmon Plan promotes living with
beaver on the landscape and supports relocation of beaver into headwater drainages for restoration
purposes. The Tulalip Tribes have spearheaded relocation efforts west of the Cascades but
currently relocate animals almost exclusively to Federal Land. Does DNR have policies for living
with beaver on DNR lands? Are there currently any DNR beaver relocation efforts underway in the
State. If not, is there potential to pilot beaver relocation to DNR lands in the Snohomish Basin?
A couple areas the basin has struggled to make measurable gains (and to fund work) is
implementing protection measures in the headwaters and restoration efforts in the nearshore.
These seem like areas where DNR has a great deal of influence/oversight. Are actions in these
areas well represented in DNR’s strategy?

Questions to DNR #3
Will DNR personnel be engaging regularly with the Forum? Tech Com, or other active groups in the
basin? What can we do to ensure we’re not duplicating efforts or further complicating existing efforts? And
find the sweet spot for effective engagement and implementation without killing ourselves with more
coordination and meetings and planning?
What does implementation of the plan look like? How committed is DNR? For how long? With what type
of resources?
Thank you for sharing your enthusiasm. Excited to do some epic shit together.

Adaptive Management of the Snohomish
River Basin Salmon Conservation Plan
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Salmon & Marine Habitat

Snohomish County Public Works Surface Water Management
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2019 Status and Trends Report
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Update to the Salmon Conservation
Plan
Late 2019 –
Early Mid
2020

• Collect and synthesize new information
• Develop the framework for plan update
Early Mid
2020 – Early
Mid 2021

• Complete new analyses
• Further develop/vet new content
Forum input

Early to Mid
Late 2021

• Develop draft pieces for review
• Identify future work
Forum input

Late 2021 in
to 2022

• Draft for review
• Adoption
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Update to the Salmon Conservation
Plan
PHASE 1

Mid 2020 –
Mid 2021

Synthesize new info; develop framework
●
●
●

Compile existing info
Develop conceptual diagram
Complete new white papers - in process
○

Water quality; Estuary synthesis, Project effectiveness
report, Hatchery FAQ - in process

●
●
PHASE 2

Mid 2021 –
Late 2021

Monitoring Priorities - in process
Table of Contents - drafted

New Content
●
●
●

Develop and vet new strategies - started
Develop new implementation targets - in process
Identify data gaps, research needs, policy considerations
- in process
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Update to the Salmon Conservation
Plan
Late 2019 –
Early Mid
2020

• Collect and synthesize new information
• Develop the framework for plan update
Early Mid
2020 – Early
Mid 2021

• Complete new analyses
• Further develop/vet new content
Forum input

Mid to Late
2021

• Develop draft pieces for review
• Identify future work
Forum input

Late 2021 in
to 2022

• Draft for review
• Adoption
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Plan update / WQ white paper - thoughts, questions, ah ha’s?
Talk to Carly Greyell at KC for
more info about PAH relationship
with creosote (source). She may
also have other info that would be
helpful, related to the WQBEL
analysis.

Need to include mapped creosote piles in
the contaminant chapters-- a big gap is also
creosote walls. MRC just finished this
mapping effort, talk to Elisa Dawson. They
built on Tulalip’s dataset.

Are pharmaceutical contaminants from
flushing/improper disposal or from
wastewater (digested)?

How are we accounting for
riparian habitat loss in progress
reporting and adaptive targets?

Great presentation Emily and
Collin. The white paper will be a
great resource to support project
and grants.

How do we make this a
Forum issue, since it’s
somewhat outside Forum
jurisdiction/linked with
other agencies’ control?
(Especially relevant to
contaminants issue)

Thanks to city of Everett
for their efforts

City of Everett is updating
our Surface Water
Comprehensive Plan this
year. Not a lot of budget
though. Thoughts on WQ
and habitat links to
stormwater welcome. So
far have focused primarily
on flooding issues.

Thinking about how the MRC
creosote piling mapping can fit
into this

Will the white paper
include prioritized
recommendations for
addressing WQ issues.

.

Share your news, updates, or requests
(please note who the update is from)
Snohomish County is in the
process of creating a new
department - The Department of
Conservation and Natural
Resources (DCNR), combining
Parks, Recreation, Tourism,
agriculture, Sustainability and
SWM into one unit

Rodney Pond is leaving
his position at Sound
Salmon Solutions

By our next Forum
meeting, WDFW will have
a plan developed for how
to move restoration
forward in the Snohomish
estuary.

Colin Wahl is
leaving his position
at Tulalip and his
role as Tech Com
co-chair

Snohomish County
Exec vetoed the
SWM rate freeze

.

Share your feedback, ideas for future meetings, requests
Great music!
Love the music aspect! Also
like the post-it notes for ideas
and questions.

I like the format of
asking/writing down
questions in breakout
rooms-- definitely a new
technique I will copy ;)

.

OVERALL MEETING

Did we hit the mark?
Shapes to use.

Did we hit the mark?
Shapes to use.

2021 Forum and Committees Meeting Schedule*

*Approved in November 2019;
affirmed December 2020
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